BUYER OFFERING:

We currently have buyers for 1913 White Dove and 975 Pecos.

The Buyers are offering the highest Dollar for the White Dove bonds and will match
and beat anyone.

If you have White Dove and 975 Pecos, we can get you into a meeting and sale with in a
few days providing you supply the needed info which will be emailed to you upon your
request.

Bonds: Buying White Doves and 975's
If you have Historical Mexican Gold Backed White Dove Bonds, we have a top qualified
buyer.
Their current interest are 1913, White Dove and 975 Pecos bonds. They are open to other
Gold Backed bonds as well. But right now the focus is on the 1913 White Dove and 975
Pecos bonds.
They are currently buying very large quantities, into the Billions USD for specific bonds
from 1913, White Dove and 975 Pecos. They are aggressively looking for more.
If you own 1913 White Dove bonds directly, we have an immediate sale for you. You
will need to provide for us the standard photocopy front and back, include coupons and
serial numbers.
You can put a large red X over the copies you send stating copies, but we will need all of
the aforementioned.
If you are the registered or contracted agent, or mandate ( a foreign wording) we will
need the same, as well as your agreement with the bond owner.
If you know someone that knows someone with the bonds, we will have to deal direct
with the actual owner, will sign a mutual NDA's
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We have other buyers for other Mexican and non Mexican bonds. In the case you have
bonds of another kind, we might have a buyer for them.
The best way to see if we have a buyer on non 1913 bonds of Mexican or any nationality
is to have a an inventory list and fill in the form at the contacts page.
In closing, please state clearly if you are a direct owner, owner rep with a contract, or you
are in a broker chain.
Thank you and please make sure what ever you send in is real and available for an
immediate sale, which means you are willing to fill out all documents required to make it
happen in a timely way. We don't have time to waste.
Thank you and be safe in all your investment endeavors.
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SELLER PROCEDURES:
P&P's / Protocol and Purchase for the purchase of the 1913 White Dove Mexican
Bonds and 975 Pecos Bonds
*Pictures with Serial Numbers, Front & Back, and coupons
*Attestation Letter from Attorney with all contact information for attorney
*A copy of Seller Passport to validate on Hacienda
Once we receive this information, we will get an LOI direct back to the Attorney,
who will facilitate the closing. If this information is received same day, we can
close next day.

Buyers are willing to travel almost anywhere.

On the Contact & Team page is a form to help expedite your next steps.
Some of the questions are and or will be needed are:












Your name, contact info
Are you with the Seller or Buyer
Direct to seller Seller or Buyer
Broker chain, 1-4, or NA
Serial Numbers YES
Attestation Letter YES
Quantity of Bonds 10 – 20, more
Do you have an SKR
State or country the are bonds in
Bonds being held (if Bank or Security House).
Name and location
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